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An hour dedicated to the purpose of witnessing to the truth of the Reformation, to the 

Reformed point of view as we confess it.  Titles such as God is God, The Wonder of Grace, 

Rejected by Men, Totality of Depravity, Saved by Grace, The Amazing Cross, testify as to the 

faithfulness of the program to that dedication. 

And there are those, who loving the truth, respond.  Sometimes the committee becomes 

discouraged because of the apparent lack of response to the program.  And then it seems that 

God sends us a letter to reprimand us for our lack of vision.  For men and women, in whom the 

truth again stirs to consciousness something they had heard and loved in the past, or hearing it 

for the first time, recognize its value, as the truth of God’s Word, and confess it as that for which 

they have been yearning, write and tell us of their joy.  And although we do not receive as much 

mail as we would like, the mail response this past year has been excellent, revealing that God is 

using the program in His own way.  And we have been assured that we have a vast listening 

audience from which we get no response.  But they hear the truth. 

The summer months are quiet months, also in this field, although considering the fact that 

we have one less station, our mail has not been too discouraging.  California has been coming in 

fine with mail.  And it must be pointed out that this mail is from those outside our own circles. 

We are looking forward to resuming a full schedule this fall.  May we be fully aware of 

the responsibilities that are ours, also in the field of radio. 
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